BODY &
PAINT SHOP
SOLUTIONS

EQUIP
TO WIN

TIME IS MONEY
Time is money, and this is as important on the shop floor as anywhere else.
That is why Hedson brands such as Drester, Herkules, and IRT are engineered
with one thing in mind — to help you serve customers faster, better and more
profitably. That means advanced equipment that is fast, effective and easy
to use. And equipment that doesn’t go down when you need it most. And
because the full Hedson range is available from a single source, you’ll save
time and money. When you’re going to equip, equip to win.

High profitability in a car refinishing paint shop is obtained by
processing repair jobs in the most efficient way. Bottlenecks and
waiting times must be minimized so the car can be returned to its
owner in the shortest possible time. The objective for all Hedson
solutions is to offer high productivity and performance as well as
saving time and energy.
To provide maximum productivity in the body shop, the best possible
use of floor space has to be under consideration, but also taking into
account health and safety regulations.

PREPARATION AREA
The first stop in a body shop is the preparation area. Here the vehicles getting prepared
(sanding, filling, taping etc.) before the coating.

CURING
High performance workshop equipment that saves time and money
Careful consideration of body shop heating requirements will not only result in energy
consumption savings but also make the body shop more comfortable. IRT by Hedson curing
products ensures that they don’t take up unnecessary floor space and due to the freeform
reflectors heat consumption are reduced to a minimum. Ceiling-mounted dryers are ideal for
body shop use, since they do not take up usable space and encroach into the working area.

 Drying technology that speed up the workflow
 Advanced curing technology that is easy to use
 Reduces the energy consumption

LIFTING EQUIPMENT
Innovations to serve customers faster, better and more profitably
The quality of preparation fixes the final finished paint level in the preparation area.
Polluted air is often invisible to the naked eye. The effect it can have on the health of a
workforce and the overall efficiency can be dramatic. The Herkules by Hedson lifts are silicone
free and with use of Herkules by Hedson dust extraction it is an effective way to capture
airborne pollutants at the source from fillers and paint dust from rubbing down and flatting
processes etc.

 Comfortable and ergonomic working height with pneumatic lifts
 Efficient dust extraction to keep the workshop clean
 Flexible solutions that speed up the workflow

MIXING ROOM
Reliable and environmentally friendly solutions with high quality
The mixing room provide a clean environment and is the workspace utilized to mix and
prepare the paint for the vehicles that have to be painted. These rooms are often small
and the Drester by Hedson gun cleaners and additional equipment’s are ideal for space
constrained mixing rooms.
Drester by Hedson offer several standard gun cleaners that are easy to use, fast and gives
a superior cleaning result, all to meet the needs that are specific to different sizes of body
shops. All additional equipment’s such as mixing tables, waste collectors, recyclers etc. are
provided by Drester to make the mixing room as optimized as possible.

 Excellent cleaning performance
 Minimizes the exposure of chemicals
 Flexible solutions for every size and need

PAINT BOOTH

Efficient solutions that improves the workflow
The purpose of a paint booth is to control the environmental conditions while an object
is being spray-painted. IRT by Hedson offers fixed curing installations for the paint booth.
With these products the energy consumption is reduced, due to the heating and curing only
occurs on the selected panels instead of the entire vehicle and paint booth.
To move the vehicle easy into the paint booth, Herkules by Hedson offers several solutions,
such as mobile lifts with remote control or trolleys for side transportation.

 Flexibility that saves energy, time and space
 Solutions that reduces vehicle transportation times
 Silicone free equipment makes sure the environment is clean

PERFORMANCE ABOVE ALL
Hedson is a leading supplier of premium curing, lifting and cleaning
systems for auto workshops and industry worldwide. We come from the
land of engineering, and have decades of experience learning from and
innovating to real customer needs — technologies that improve the working
environment, protect workers and boost productivity. Our ambition to add
real measurable values is obvious wherever Hedson solutions are seen,
sold or working — from advanced yet easy to use equipment to unmatched
customer service, Hedson stands for performance above all.
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